
MARY DEAN’S PARENT, TEACHER & FRIENDS 

ASSOCIATION 
 

 

Attendees        

Leanne Clark, Rachel Studden, Issy Bilton, Sian Hartley, Elaine Packer, Amanda 

Lawrence, Donna Wilson and Louise Richey 

 

Apologies:  Marie Baker, Gez Butchers, Jo Parker, Debbie Mercer and Lizzie 

Percy 

 

Matters arising from previous meeting 

Mrs Wilson presented an alternative quote for a replacement for the early years’ 

fence. It is a basic, half-height, picket fence which would be attached to the 

existing fencing. The total cost would be £1790 of which the PTFA have been 

asked to contribute £1640 (the early years budget would cover £100, and an 

additional ~£50 was raised selling teas and coffees during the Christmas nativity 

performances. It was agreed that the PTFA would pay £1640 towards the fence. 

 

Finance report 

The Christmas fair made a profit of £1194.94.  The raffle, toys and cakes made 

the most money (£442.66, £201 and £164.10 respectively). 

We have a working balance of £5793.17 

 

Requests from school 

 Mrs Ketley passed on her thanks for the after school fund. 

 An informal query was raised concerning the continuation of supplying 

book bags for new pupils. It was confirmed that this would continue. 

Books bags will need to be ordered soon for September 2018 

intake. 

 

Christmas fair – review 

 It was suggested that seating for the refreshment area could potentially 

lead to more sales. It was noted that people were concerned about 

walking around with hot drinks given how busy the fair gets. This is an 

option to explore with future fairs. Acquiring a coffee machine to make 

filter coffee, and adding hot chocolate to the drink choices was also 

suggested. 

 Popcorn was popular, but it was recommended that the flavour is 

improved should this become a regular feature.  Plain kernels were used, 

so adding a sweet or savoury topping may help. 

 The entrance fee for the grotto was discussed.  It was suggested that the 

cost should rise from 50p to £1.  Although there were concerns about cost 

for parents/carers with multiple children, it was felt that since the fee has 

remained static for several years a cost review was due. 
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 A reminder was raised that someone will be required to take over the 

management of the panto tickets soon. Also, options to encourage prompt 

payment for tickets were discussed, as late payment can be an issue. 

 Presents for Parents room: It was noted that socks and biscuits were 

popular, but calendars and diaries were not. 

 Many thanks to those who helped set up, run stalls and clear up! 

Your support is appreciated. 

 

Forthcoming Events  

February disco: 

 Leanne will check the availability of the DJ, and check with Mrs 

Jones regarding dates. 

Mothers’ Day: 

 Buns for Mums is a popular event. This works on a pre-order basis so the 

number of available bakers will need to be known in advance, and how 

much they can bake. Request for bakers will be need to sent 

 

 

Any Other Business 

 

 Thank you to Mrs Ketley for providing childcare at the meeting. 

 Bags for School. A note to parents regarding bags needs to be sent 2-3 

weeks before the bags are sent home with children. A permanent ‘bin’ for 

donations was suggested. 

 World Book Day: A ‘sponsor a book’ theme was suggested. After 

sponsoring a book, a sticker could be placed in the library book with the 

child’s name. 

 Recipe book: A collaborative recipe book was suggested. This would entail 

asking parents to submit their favourite recipes. These would then be 

compiled into a booklet which could be sold as a hardcopy/PDF. 

 

 

Next Meeting – TBC  

 


